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SOLAR LENS
PROPOSAL
 - Description
 Primary variables in improving solar energy absorption in solar   
 panels: 1- Increased the e�ective area / 2-Increased radiation   
 absorption power. The �rst factor needs to spend a lot amount   
 of money 
 but in the second factor di�erent methods are followed:

 A ) improving the type of polymer used 
 B ) improving the open circuit voltage
 C ) improving the absorption of sunlight

  In this project we have tried to increase the ability to absorb    
 radiation through physical solutions and  the phenomenon of   
 resonance. Accordingly, the lens energy generator structure and   
 its ability to focus on sunlight were used.

Structure of redesigned generator with a Lens :
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Due to the enclosure of the site by surrounding buildings and the crea-
tion of shadows during most of the day, we were able to deploy a gener-
ator of energy at height, in addition to providing the height at the 
altitude for the generator, which is exposed to the air �ow and thus The 
way from the unusual climb is to prevent the temperature of the panels 
exposed to lens radiation.
Due to the centralized structure of the spherical shaped lens, it was 
designed.
The lens cut o� this sphere with seven cores from the interconnecting 
segment, which included a lens at the Vertex and another lens in the 
shape of a railway around the sphere. In front of these two lenses, 
panels were also one plate and the other lined up in a tape in the focal 
length of the lenses for exposure to concentrated lenses.
Calculating the focal length of the lens is thus if the radiant A-sphere 
and the seven cores made from the cut-o� with the generator are 1.5 A, 
so the focal length is 1.2 A
This glass generator is located vertically on a supporting structure, 
which is embedded around the lower part of this energy storage          
battery structure.
The placement of the generator at the height of the symbolic nature 
has been designed so that at night, the energy stored in the battery 
will become a bright luminaire and symbolic for the whole city of 
Masdar.    
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- Technologies and Energy Production

 A hemispherical lens was used as a solar concentrator to concentrate 
solar light components (direct normal and di�used direct normal          
radiation) on the solar cell to increase the electrical output power 
from the solar cell. Optical properties of the hemispherical lens,          
electrical parameters of the polycrystalline Si-Solar cell, solar radiation              
components (direct normal and di�used direct normal radiation) with 
and without a lens, and output power from used a solar cell with and 
without lens were measured. Some conclusions are obtained; the 
hemispherical lens was used practically to concentrate sunlight       
components on solar cell where the concentration was found to be 
about 2x solar light components, the used hemispherical lens was 
found to increase the electrical output power from the solar cell about 
25 % for direct normal plus di�used solar light intensity which relates 
to the action of used hemispherical lens and properties of the used 
solar cell. The development of photovoltaic (PV) concentrator                 
innovation started adequately in 1976 at national Sandia laboratories. 
This early work determined and attempted to solve problems linked 
to concentration systems and gave satisfactory responses to a             
considerable lot of them. 

The basic idea of a photovoltaic (PV) concentrator is to utilize optics 
such as mirror or lenses to concentrate sunlight radiation on a small 
delivering solar cell. In the present, the standard of concentration           
photovoltaic (CPV) is the use of cost-e�cient concentrating optics 
that severally diminish the cell area, taking into consideration the        
utilization of more costly, high-e�ciency cells and possibly a leveled 
cost of electricity competitive with concentrated solar oriented power 
and standard �at-plate photovoltaic (PV) technology in certain sunny 
zones with high direct normal irradiance (DNI)
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SOLAR LENSE

124 mwh/year

Annual adsorption on surfaces : 206941.84351 
Solar Heat Gain Coe�cient : 0.2
Coe�cient of concentration : 0.6

Refractive index :  0.2

206941.84351 * 0.6 : 124165.106106 kwh/year

124165.106106 / 365 / 24 : 5.66964 kw/hour

Cost : 567w * $20 : $11340

- calculation

Radiation analysis
1 JAN 1:00 - 31 DEC 24:00

Using optical concentrator to concentrate solar radiation reduce the 
area of the used solar cell, increase the intensity of solar radiation on the 
solar cell, and reduce the cost of concentration system.



When light incident on the spherical face of hemispherical lens with 
incident angle θi , light will be refracted with refracted angle θr and 
therefractive index of the hemispherical lens can be found from              
following equation. 

    n=(sinθr )/(sinθi ) 

And the focal length of the hemispherical lens can be found from the 
following equation  
   1/(f ) = (n−1)(  1/(R1 ) +  1/(R2 ) )

Absorption of radiation by a lens
Let a be the absorption coe�cient per unit length. At a depth x the 
intensity of the radiation is

where I0 is the intensity of the radiation entering the lens. At each 
depth, the absorbed amount of radiation is aI(x). Hence the total 
amount of radiation absorbed in a layer which thickness is d is

The lens is not of uniform thickness. To compute the total amount of 
radiation absorbed by the lens, this expression should be integrated for 
each thickness, from the centre to the edge. Assuming that the lens is 
axially symetric:

where R is the radius of the lens, i.e. half its diameter.
The expression of d(r) depends on the shape of the lens. If it is a         
spherical lens, 
it can be calculated using geometry and trigonometry.
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- Environmental impact:
Given the limited availability of fossil fuels and the consequences of 
environmental pollution and global climate change, the process of 
solar power production has been highlighted in recent years. But 
because solar panel technology also requires a signi�cant level of solar 
panels to house small household power plants. Therefore, in this          
project, we decided to design a power generator with technology and 
framing that would allow the installation and commissioning of small 
power plants in places with a limitation of the available area for        
everyone. Meanwhile, this technology will double the e�ciency of 
energy storage and reduce costs by a quarter.

Enhancement the output power from solar cell using lens
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